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Abstract 

Often, the redesign of business processes (BPR) takes place on intuitive grounds. In this paper, an 

alternative approach is propagated. To determine the effectiveness of a redesign measure the model of 

the business process in question can be analysed. From the many performance indicators that drive 

redesign efforts we concentrate on the throughput time of a business process. A graphical grammar is 

introduced to construct complex business process models. The Petri net formalism is applied to 

capture the structure of the process, while probability distributions are used to reflect the behaviour of 

the individual tasks within the process. As it is our aim to incorporate techniques as the one discussed 

in a tool that can support the redesign of business process, emphasis is put on the efficiency of the 

presented algorithms. 

Keywords: Business Process Modelling; analysis of workflows; Petri nets; throughput time. 

1. Introduction 

How can we improve our business process? Today, this question is on the mind of 

many people involved in business operations. From an economic perspective it is 

simple to see why asking this question is useful. When an organisation is able to 

deliver services or produce goods at a lower cost, at a higher speed, or of better 

quality it can be more competitive. And therefore, more profitable. 

Examples of organisations that have successfully improved their processes are well 

known. Over the last ten years, both management and scientific journals have 

reported frequently on organisations that have adopted (radically) new ways of 

doing business. In an attempt to distinguish common characteristics of successful 

redesign efforts, scholars and redesign practitioners alike have issued a considerable 

amount of methodologies and theoretical frameworks ([10, 13]). 
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Obviously, the real challenge of a redesign framework is in the development of a 

prescriptive notion, setting forth how to actually improve a business process. Those 

who examine existing material in search of such a notion may experience feelings of 

disappointment. Redesign directions are commonly formulated in very general 

terms. Even worse, the justification of suggested measures relies heavily on the fact 

that a similar approach has worked before in a somewhat similar situation. What is 

often missing is an accurate, quantitative estimate of the effect of the redesign step. 

One of the few promising steps in this direction is described by Buzacott [8]. 

The aim of this paper is to make a contribution to a more rational, a priori evaluation 

of redesign measures. We do so by putting the focus on the analysis of a business 

process model. Prior to the actual effectuation of a redesign measure, its benefits can 

be assessed by analysing the model that reflects the redesigned business process. An 

analysis technique that can be used to generate a rapid estimation of such a criterion 

is the main subject of this paper. 

Our approach is limited in at least two ways. In the first place, only the structure of a 

business process is taken under consideration. A business process is seen as a 

complex of more or less autonomous tasks. Between these tasks precedence relations 

exist. For example, the task of granting a loan to a client should preferably take place 

after the credentials of the potential conman have been checked reassuringly. A 

structural view on a business process merely involves this task topology. It does not 

take into account, for example, the quality of the involved resources. 

The second limitation is in our choice of evaluation criteria. Several performance 

indicators can be distinguished that drive redesign efforts. We pick one important of 

the many alternatives: the throughput time of the business process. This is the total 

amount of time between the moment that a job is started and the moment it is 

completed. The throughput time of a job is the sum of its service time and its waiting 
time. Waiting time for a job is created when no task can be executed due to the 

unavailability of resources. When there is at least one task processing a job, service 

time is built up. In this paper we will assume that there is an infinite amount of 

resources available for the execution of each job. The Under this assumption, the 

throughput time is equal to the service time. Very often, a low or stable throughput 

time is a desirable or even necessary characteristic of a business process. In some 

countries, for instance, national regulations are in violation when the governmental 

review of a tax form exceeds a year. Note that the only known technique that can be 
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used to determine throughput time in case of finite resources is simulation. Several 

tools are available that enable the simulation of business processes (e.g. ExSpect [7]). 

The formalism that we use in this paper to model business processes is based on Petri 

nets. More precise, the business processes we consider can be modelled as workflow 

nets ([2]). Petri nets allow for powerful modelling constructions. Often before, Petri 

nets have been applied to model business processes ([1], [11], [16]). They offer the 

expressive power of the PERT technique ([20]), but have the additional capability of 

choice constructions. Similarly, Petri nets advance beyond Markov chains as they 

offer parallelism as welL The way in which we deal with time in our models of 

business processes is in line with the Timed Petri Nets tradition ([3], [6], [12], [14], 

[21], [23], [24], [28]). However, we do not restrict the modelling of service time to 

fixed time durations ([23], [24], [28]) or time intervals ([3], [21]). For the sake of 

realism, we choose to model service time with probability distributions that can be 

freely chosen. In other words, we are not restricted to a specific type of probability 

distribution. In traditional stochastic Petri Nets, exponential distributions would 

have to be used for modelling service time ([4], [5], [12], [22]), possibly extended with 

options for timeless processing ([6]). More recent stochastic models allow for 

combinations of discrete, geometric and uniform distributions ([27]). Resembling the 

restrictions in stochastic Petri Nets, modelling time in PERT graphs is constrained to 

the application of normal, gamma, or beta distributions ([19], [26]). We will use 
probability theory and the Fast Fourier transform to tackle the computational burden 

that arises from keeping the service time characteristic free. 

The paper is organised as follows. First, we 'introduce some definitions and concepts 

that we will use to model and analyse processes. We will present four composition 

primitives to construct the model of a business process. We will also indicate how to 

model the dynamic behaviour of such a net. After that, we will show how the 

calculation of the throughput time takes place for the application of each of these 

composition primitives. Special attention will be given to the efficiency of these 
computations. Next, we will show how these results can be applied on workflow 

processes. Finally, we present our conclusions and directions for further research. 
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2. Modelling a business process 

2.1 Petri Nets 

To model business processes we will use a framework based on high-level Petri nets 

([15]). The classical Petri net is a directed bipartite graph with two node types called 

places and transitions. Places are graphically represented by circles and transitions by 

rectangles. As shown by Van der Aalst and Van Hee [1] Petri nets allow for a natural 

representation of business processes. Process tasks are modelled as transitions and 

causal dependencies between tasks as places. 

Definition (Petri Net) A Petri net is a triple (P, T, F): 
- P is a finite set of places, 
- T is a finite set of transitions (P n T = 0), 

- F ~ (P x T) v (T x P) is a set of arcs (flow relation) 

A place p is called an input place of a transition t if and only if there exists a directed 

arc from p to t. Place p is called an output place of transition t if and only if there exists 

a directed arc from t to p. We use .t to denote the set of input places for a transition t. 
The notations t., .p and p. have analogue semantics, for example p. is the set of 

transitions sharing p as an input place. At any time a place contains zero or more 

tokens, graphically depicted as black dots. The state, often referred to as marking, is 

the distribution of tokens over places. The number of tokens may change during the 

execution of the net. Transitions are the active components in a Petri net. They 

change the state of the net according to the following firing rule: 

(i) A transition t is said to be enabled iff each input place p of t contains at least one 

token. 

(ii) An enabled transition may fire. If transition t fires, then t consumes one token 

from each input place p of t and produces one token for each output place q of t. 

With a Petri net we are able to model a wide variety of processes. All kinds of logistic 

concepts applied in actual business like sequential processing, triage, and parallelism 

can be modelled. On the other hand, there is expressive room for constructions that 

we do not need. To reflect somewhat more accurately the nature of a business 

process we restrict ourselves to a smaller class of Petri nets, the so-called workflow 
nets ([2]). 
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Definition (Path) Let PN be a Petri Net. A path C from a node nt to a node nk is a sequence 

<nt, n2, ... , nk> such that <m, ni+l> E F for 1 5, i 5, k - 1. 

Definition (Strongly connected) A Petri net is strongly connected iff for every pair of 

nodes (i.e. places and transitions) x and y, there is a path leading from x to y. 

Definition (Extended net, source place, sink place) When a Petri net PN = (P, T, F) has 

exactly one place i such that -i = 0 and exactly one place 0 such that 0- = 0, we define the 
extended net PN* = (P, T u {t*}, F u {<o, t*>, <t*, i>)) where t* is an added transition, 

t*", T. We call i the source place and 0 the sink place of PN. 

Definition (Workflow net) A Petri net PN = (P, T, F) is a workflow net iff: 
(i) PN has exactly one source place and exactly one sink place. 

(ii) PN* is strongly connected. 

The first requirement in the definition of a workflow net reflects the natural begin 

and termination of a business process. A business process is often initiated by an 

event, like the service request of a customer or a parts order from another 

department. That event is to be handled in such a way that a desired end situation is 

reached, like the completion of a service or the fulfilment of an order. A 'flow of 

work' can be distinguished between these two points, hence the name workflow. The 
second requirement in the definition ensures that there are no dangling process tasks 

or causal dependencies. In other words, transitions or places are not permitted to be 

part of a business process model if they do not contribute to the processing. 

2.2 Constructing a business process 

At this point, we are able to start building business processes models. We will do so 

by taking an iterative approach, starting with a very primitive net and refining it 

locally with successive construction steps. This is very similar to constructing a graph 
grammar ([18]). Another way to look at it, is that each new construction step adds 

another hierarchical level in the Petri net at hand ([15]). Keeping in mind the 

construction tree of the business process model, later on we will be able to execute an 

algorithm to compute the throughput time of complex workflow nets. In terms of a 

graph grammar, this tree is called the derivation. 
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Figure 1: Start net 

In Figure 1 a Petri net is depicted that will be used as the starting point of each 

business process construction. Looking at our construction approach as a graph 

grammar, this net would be the initial non-terminal ([18]). The net consists of one 

transition, a source place, a sink place, and relations between them. It is easy to see 

that this Petri net is a workflow net. We will refer to this specific Petri net as SN, for 

start net. 

We assume that the names of all places and transitions in the nets to be analysed are 

unique, except for i and o. Furthermore, four building blocks are available for the 

construction of a more complex net. These building blocks are depicted in Figure 2. 

The choice for these building blocks is based on their recognition by the Workflow 

Management Coalition as the main routing constructs in workflow processes ([17]). 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

Figure 2: Sequence (i), choice (ii), parallelism (iii), iteration (iv) 
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The construction rule that should be followed to construct a more complex net 

C = {Pc, Tc, Fe! from a simpler net 5 = IPs, T., FsI is as follows: 

(i) Identify within net 5 a subnet with transition t, input place p and output 

place q that is isomorphic with the start net, i.e. 

et = { p }, 

te={q}, 

Select one of the building blocks B = {Pb, Tb, FbI with source place i and sink 

place 0; 

(ii) Replace the subnet by the building block which results in the new complex 

net C, i.e. 

Pc = Ps U (Pb \ { i, a }) 

Tc = Ts U Tb \ { t I 
Fe = (Fs \ { <p, t>, <t, q> }) u ((Fb \ { <i, v> I v E Tbl) \ { <v, 0> I V E Tb }) U 

{ <p, v> I <i, v> E Fb I u { <v, q> I <v, 0> E Fb }) 

We shall clarify both the replacement rule and the introduced building blocks 

informally. (Note that this construction rule can be seen as the single production rule 

in a context-free graph grammar.) Applying the first building block, the sequence, on 

the start net would result in a net that has two sequential tasks. In other words, the 

insertion of the sequence building block extends the original subnet with a sequential 
task. The sequencing concept is a very common one in business processes. Recall the 

example in the introduction where the credentials of a client have to be checked 

before a loan is granted. 

The resulting net allows for yet another application of the construction rule with the 

sequence building block. After all, within the resulting net two instances of the 

primitive net can be distinguished. (As a consequence, the graph grammar is non

linear. [18]) The described situation is depicted in Figure 3. 
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• 
Figure 3: Construction with sequence 

Each of the building blocks can be used on either of the identified instances of the 

start net. Applying the second building block converts one of the start net instances 

into a construction where a choice is to be made between the execution of two tasks. 

This logistic concept is appropriate when a different line of action can be 

distinguished, depending on the characteristics of the job at hand or other 

parameters. For instance, financial transactions that exceed a certain amount of 

money may need to undergo a stricter validation than other ones do. Should the 

third building block be applied on one of the start net instances, parallel paths are 
created. This concept is appropriate when tasks in a business process can be executed 

in any order or even simultaneously. An example would be producing a bicycle 

frame simultaneously with producing its wheels. The fourth building block, the 

iteration, is there to create a task that can possibly be repeated. A typical example 

would be that reworking is required when quality standards are not met. 

In Figure 4 the creation of a business process is depicted, as a result of successive 

applications of building blocks. The initial start net is extended by applying the 

construction rule with the sequential building block. Next, the upper half of the 

resulting net is transformed into a choice construction. On the lower half, the parallel 

composition is applied. Finally, the right path of the parallel construction is modified 

with the iteration building block. 
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Figure 4: Building a business process 

, , 

Note that we have, by now, infonnally introduced a graph grammar. Given a Petri 

net PNl = (P, T, F) we have the following additional notations: 

_ PN 1 ~ PN 2 : there is an application of the construction rule on PNl using one of 

the four building blocks such that PNz is constructed 
- PN 1 ~ PN 2 : there is a sequence of applications of the construction rule on PN1, 

each time using one of the four building blocks, such that PNz can be constructed 

Theorem (WF-net preservation) If BP = (P, T, F) is the model of a business process such 
that SN ~ BP, then BP is a workflow net. 
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Proof. 

Suppose we have workflow net WF and building block B is inserted in it by applying 

the construction rule on a start net instance with source place a and sink place b. The 

resulting net is a Petri Net PN = (P, T, F). 

a) WF has exactly one source and one sink place and so has each of the building 

blocks. The construction rule prohibits the destruction of the original source and 

sink places of WF and does not introduce new source or sink places. As a 

consequence, PN has exactly one source and exactly one sink place. 

b) Consider an arbitrary pair of places p and q within PN*. We can distinguish four 

different situations for which we will prove that there is path from p to q within 

PN* (strongly connected). 

(1) p and q are part of B: in this case, there may have been a path already from p to 

q within B, which then still exists in PN. If not, now there is a path between 

them that at some point crosses b and then continues its way through WF* to 

a. The latter holds because there was already such a path in WF*. 

(2) P and q are part of W: the original path between p and q in WF* is still intact 

within PN* if it did not cross a and b. Otherwise, the original route can be 

updated between a and b with a path in B that leads from its source to its sink 

place. 

(3) p is part of Band q is part of WF. Within B there is a path leading from p to the 

sink place of B. In WF*, there is a path from b to any other place within WF*. 
Consequently, there is a path in PN* from p to q. 

(4) P is part of WF and q is part of B. Within WF* there is a path leading from p to 

a. In B there is a path from its source place to q. Consequently, there is a path 

in PN* from p to q. 
Therefore, on basis of the definition of a workflow net, PN is a workflow net. We 

have proven that applying the construction rule on a workflow net yields another 

workflow net. As SN is a workflow net it self, our proof is complete. 

D 

2.3 Modelling throughput time 

With the notions presented in the former section we can model the outline of a 

business process. The dynamic behaviour of tasks is something we still have to 

address. Commonly, each time a task is executed for another job its throughput time 

is different. Causes for the variances in throughput time are manifold. One job may 

require more work than the other does because it has certain special characteristics. 
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Also, the varying precision of used machinery may cause differences in throughput 

time. 

In our model of a business process, the throughput time of a task is a discrete 

random variable. In that way, we abstract from the actual factors that determine the 

throughput time for a special job instance. We focus, instead, on the distribution 

characteristic of the task over a longer period of time. In addition, we assume that the 

throughput time of a specific task is not influenced by the execution of another task. 

Although time is not a discrete entity, we can always find some discrete scale that fits 

our need for an accurate representation of time. Obviously, to model the throughput 

dynamic of tasks their actual throughput behaviour should be determined, for 

example, on basis of historic performance records of the business process. 

Definition (throughput time, throughput time probability density) The throughput 

time of a task t E T within a workflow net W = (P, T, F) is a discrete random variable f. It 
expresses the distribution over a non-negative time interval from the moment that a task is 

enabled until the moment it fires. Its matching probability density is denoted with ft. 

The throughput time of a workflow net W = (P,T, F) is a discrete random variable W. It 

expresses the distribution over a non-negative time interval from the moment that a token is 

available in the source place of W until it has arrived in the sink place of w. Its matching 
probability density is denoted with f w. 

For each probability density f holds: 
- f:N -7 [0,1], 

- I,f(j) = 1. 
j=fJ 

The throughput time probability density in a specific point x can be interpreted as 

the probability that execution of task t lasts x time units. For what follows, instead of 

using the full phrase 'throughput time probability density' we will use the shorthand 

throughput density. Closely related to the throughput density of a task or workflow is 

its distribution function. 
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Definition <throughput time distribution) Given the throughput time t of a task t E T 
within a workflow net W = (P, T, F), its throughput distribution Ft is defined as follows: 

z 

F,(z)=p<!5.z)=IJJJ),forzE N. 
j=O 

As we have stated before, the rest of this paper will show how the workflow net of a 

business process enriched with a throughput notion can be used to compute the 

throughput time of the entire business process. In the following section, each 

building block will be discussed separately. 

3. Computing throughput time 

3.1 Sequence building block 

Based on the throughput densities of each of the tasks within a building block, we 

start to show that we can compute the throughput density for each of the building 

blocks. We start with the sequence building block. 

Figure 5: Sequence building block 

Consider the sequence building block B in Figure 5 with two tasks sand t. We want 

to compute fB, given Is and ft. 

Lety EN, 

My) 
= {structure workflow net; no waiting time} 

P~ + t = y) 

= { all possible throughput distributions over tasks sand t; y non-negative} 
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= { ~ and t stochastically independent} 
y 

~>(~ = i)·p(t = y-i) 
i=O 

x 

= { definition convolution: f® g (x) = Lf(j)· g(x- j)} 
j=O 

If either the domain of Is or /t is countably infinite then a straightforward computation 

of the function Is ® /t will take an infinite amount of time. Recalling the practical 

nature of the throughput time we can feel confident about assuming that bothf, andft 

are finite. As a result, there will be an upper bound for the execution times of each of 

the respective tasks s and t. In other words, each task time has a fixed upper bound. 

Definition (Upper bound execution time) 
The upper bound u, E N of task t within a workflow net is the smallest value such that for all 
j E Nand j "? u, holds that ft(j) = 0 . 

A straightforward computation of the function Is ® /t would require at least u, . Us 

multiplications. (Note that the upper bound of Is ® ft is u, + Us -1.) Consequently, the 

computation of the throughput density of a sequential building block can easily run 

out of hand. To constrain the computation effort drastically we propose to use a 

more efficient computation method for the convolution: the Discrete Fourier 

Transform ([9]). 

Definition (Discrete Fourier Transform) 
The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the vector Ii = (ao,al,. .. ,an_Jis given by the vector 

y = (YO'YI, ... ,Yn-l) with 
n-I 

Yk = La/(2.iln)kj ,forO ~k < n. 
j=O 

When the vector y is the Discrete Fourier Transform of vector Ii with length n we 

also write y = DFTn (Ii). Without supporting proof we present the following theorem 

([9]): 
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Theorem (Convolution theorem) 

For any two vectors Ii and b of length n, where n is a power of 2, 

where the vectors a and b are padded with 0' s to length 2n and . denotes the componentwise 

product of two vectors. 

A pleasant property of both the DFTn and its inverse DFTn-! is that they can be 

performed in 8(n log n) time by the Fast Fourier Transform. A suitable vector 

representation for a throughput density is easy to find, by taking the throughput 

density in i as the ith coefficient of the vector. As we know that each throughput 

density is bounded, the proper minimal length of a representing vector is equal to 

this upper bound. Applying the convolution on two vector representations of 

throughput densities will result in a vector representation of the convolution of these 

throughput densities. Therefore, we can compute a vector representation of fs 181ft in 

8(n log n) time, with n the smallest power of two that is at least twice as large as the 

maximum of the upper bounds of tasks sand t. 

3.2 Iteration building block 

In this section the computation of the throughput time of the most complex building 

block will be presented: the iteration building block. Consider building block B in 

Figure 6 that consists of tasks s, t, u, and v. The choice for either task u or task v after 

completion of task t is a matter of chance. With 0'. unequal to zero, there is a 

probability that task t is executed more than once before the completion of B. 

Similarly, it would be possible that task u is executed more than zero times. We 

assume that the duration of each visit to one of the above tasks is determined by a 

new, independent draw from the throughput density that belongs to this task. 

Likewise, draws from the probability function that determine whether task u or v are 

executed after completion of task t are independent. As a final note, just like we have 

done in the case of the throughput times, we assume that in practical situations 

values such as 0'. can be determined. 
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Figure 6: Iteration building block 

To simplify the computation of the overall throughput time we will cut up the 

building block in three smaller parts. These parts, a, b, and c, are presented in Figure 

7. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7: Iteration parts 

When the output place of part (a) is mapped onto the input place of part (b), and the 

output place of part (b) is mapped onto the input place of part (c), we have composed 

the original building block B. We introduce random variables!b!z., and f for the 

throughput times of the respective parts. Based on the result in the former section, 

we can establish that the throughput density of building block B is equal to fa 01b 0/c. 
The real issue, of course, is the computation of lb. Let us examine this function in 

more detail. 
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LetYE N, 

Ny) 
= { t will always be executed one time more than u; for the sake of clarity, define ?!n as 

a copy of random variable?! from which the nth successive draw from?! takes place; 

define random variable!! as the number of times that task u is executed) 

~p(~tj + ~gj = yA!! =n J 
= { !! is derived from random variable I that determines whether task v or task u is 

executed after completion of task t; p(l = v) = 1 - a; p(l = u) = a; therefore 

p(n = n) = (1 - a) an; random variables independent) 

~(l-a) an p(~tj + ~gj = Y J 
= { definition throughput density f; throughput times are based on same throughput 

n 

density; definition convolution; introduce notation 9R aj = a1 ® az ... ® an) ) 

~(l-a)an(~!. ® ~fu(y)J 

No obvious next step leads from here. Now suppose we could derive the OFT of the 

vector representation of fb from the OFT's of t and u? In that case we would know 

how to use the inverse of the OFT to actually compute b - the vedor representation 
of fb. Because we do not know the proper length of b we denote the index of the OFT, 
for now, with I. 

OFT;(b) 

= { recall derivation of fb(y); use· for pointwise vector multiplication and + for 

pointwise addition) 

OFT;(~(1-a)an(~t ® ~u JJ 
= { OFT distributes over multiplication and addition) 

~(l-a)anOFT;(~t ® ~u J 
= { convolution theorem; convolution is associative) 

I,(l- a) an OFT;n+l(t)· OFT;n(u) 
n=O 
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= { calculus} 
(1- a)· DFI;(t) 

1-a· DFI;(t)· DFI; (u) 

This is a fine way to express the DFT of the vector representation of fi, in terms of the 

DFT's of t and U. There is one snag: we still do not know the proper size I of the 

vectors we have to "feed" the DFT. Even if, in analogy with the sequential case, we 
would take the length equal to the smallest n E N such that it is a power of two and 

both n ~ 2Ut and n ~ 2uu holds, we are still facing an odd problem. We can not expect 

fb to have an upper bound. After all, t and u could be executed infinitely often if a is 

non-zero. So by choosing n as proposed we may end up with a vector representation 

of fb that is too short. That is, there may be interesting values of fb that will not be 

represented. 

An infinite execution time, of course, is a theoretical situation. In a real business 

process measures will be taken to prevent an infinite loop. As our process model 

does not allow for exception handling we will take another approach. We will try to 

find a 'relevant' length of b before the actual computation of this vector. Recalling the 

definition of an upper bound we would be most pleased to find a value v such that 

for some very small e holds: 

(i) p(Q~v):<==:e. 

Such a value v can be used as an estimation of the length I we were out to find. We 

can find an approximation for v on basis of the upper bounds of tasks t and u and the 

factor a: 

loge 
v ~--(Ut +U

V
) =} p(Q ~ v):<==:e 

loga 

This derivation for v is based on the observation that each cycle of executions of t and 

u can add at most Ut + Uu time to the overall throughput time. Therefore, the tasks t 

and u have to be executed at least v/(Ut + uu) times to arrive at an execution time that 

is at least v. The probability of this to happen is aV/(u,+u") , from which follows the 

above estimation. 

However, this estimation for v may be inaccurate if the upper bounds are far outside 

the range of regular throughput time values. Therefore, we are looking for an 

estimation of v that incorporates a more exact characterisation of the distribution of 
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values within It and lu. For this purpose we will use Chebyshev's inequality, that we 

present without proof ([25]). This inequality is often used to find a rough upper 

bound in mostly theoretical applications. 

Theorem (Chebyshev's inequality) 

For any random variable J.lor which EJ.2 exists: 

With this inequality in the one hand, and the mean and variance of the throughput 

density Ib in the other, it can be determined which probability part of the density falls 

before or after a hypothetical border. As the throughput time for any task t is 

denoted by !: we will denote its mean by Et and its variance by var t. Recall that we 

were looking for a way to express the throughput density of part (b) with throughput 

timeQ. 

EQ 

= { structure workflow net} 
Et + a.. (Ey. + EQ) 

= { calculus} 
Et+a.·Eu 

I-a. 

To compute var Q, we have to make a small detour first. We can simplify this 

computation by computing the variance of the throughput time of workflow net H. 

This auxiliary net is depicted in Figure 8. Note that it is isomorphic with the choice 

building block that is presented earlier. 

Figure 8: Auxiliary net H 

varH 

= { calculus; probability definitions } 
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avarL +(I-a)var£+a(l-a) (EL -E£l' 

We can model workflow net H in such a way that throughput time H exactly matches 

Q. To accomplish that, the following substitutions should be applied to random 

variables f and g in workflow net H: 

Lf--t+g+Q; 

gf--t· 

With the newly found computation of var H we can compute var Q. 

varQ 

= { apply computation of var H and substitution rules} 
a var(t + g + Q) + (1- a)varf + a(1- a)(ECt + g + Q)- Ef)' 

= { calculus; previous result for E;r and definition variance} 

varf + avarli +avarQ + a(1- a{ Eg + Efl+_ C;:U J 
= { calculus} 

varf +a varu (Eu +Et)' ---=----=+ a -
I-a (I-a)' 

Finally, with Chebyshev's inequality we can determine a relevant part of vectorb by 

modifying our original requirement (i) with: 

(ii) p(Q ;:: v v Q ~ -v) ~ E • 

This is only apparently a stronger requirement than (i), as Q can never be negative 

and the sum of positive values of jb is 1. Application of Chebyshev on equation (ii) 

yields the following equalities: 

and 

v=c+EQ 

varb 
E =----;:=. 

C 

From these equalities we can derive that: 

-Eb ~varQ v- + . 
- E 
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When we take E near to zero we have a v such that the accumulated probability of 

throughput times longer than v is small. Of course, we have to take the smallest 

power of two that is larger than v to properly apply the DFT. 

Concluding, given It and lu, we can compute a vector representation of Ib by using the 

DFT: 

DFT (b) = (1- a)· DFTv(t) 
v 1- a· DFTv(t)· DFTv (ii) 

with 

~varb v is the smallest power of two such that v ~ EIz. + ---;=, and 

b
- vart+avaru (Eu+Etf 

var - +a ( \2' - I-a I-a, 

With the DFTwe can compute a vector representation oflb in (v log v) time, with v as 

specified. To appreciate its efficiency we have to establish the computing time of 

calculating/b in a straightforward manner. The complexity of this calculation 

depends on the maximal number of successive times that tasks t and u can be 

executed. We know that if bothji(O) andlu(O) are equal to zero, at most v executions 

of these tasks are of interest. Any more executions of tasks u and t would result in 

throughput times that we do not take into consideration. As a result, a 

straightforward approach requires the convolution of v times the function It and lu. 
This is an operation requiring 8(nv) time, with n the maximum of upper bounds of 

tasks t and u. A comparison with the O(v log v) time required by our newly found 

computation method illustrates the efficiency of the latter. 

3.3 Parallel building block 

The building block we will consider next is the parallel building block. Consider the 

parallel building block B in Figure 9 with tasks k, I, m, and n. Due to the structure of 

B, tasks I and m can be executed in parallel. That is, there is no precedence constraint 

between tasks I and m. When both tasks I and m are ended, task n can be executed. 

We want to compute throughput density IB, given ft ,ji,fm and In. 
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k 

n 

Figure 9: Parallel building block 

Letye N, 

My) 
= ( structure workflow net) 

L,p(k = k A [maxm = I A!:! = n) 
k+l+n=y 

= ( definition max) 
L,p(k =k A ((l = I Am:::; !)vU < I Am = !)A!:! =n) 

k+l+n=y 

= ( independent random variables) 

k+~~k(k). (h(/)' ~/m(i)+ Im(l)· ~J;(.;)J f.{n) 

= ( assume an Ix such that Ix(l) is equivalent to the middle term} 
L,lk(k). Ix(!)' I.(n) 

k+l+n=y 

= ( definition convolution) 

Ik 0 Ix 0 /.0;) 

Just as in the case of the iteration building block, we can compute the throughput 

density of the building block by applying the convolution on three throughput 

densities. Of course, we still have to unfold the calculation of Ix. 
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Let yEN, 

fx(y) 

= { recall definition Ix } 

I/Y)' tim (i) + ImG!)· I,.t;(j) 
i=O j=O 

= { definition throughput distribution; distinguish cases y = 0 and y > 0 } 

{
1/G!)·FmG!)+ ImG!)·F/G!-l),y>O 
.t;G!). ImG!), y = 0 

The computation of the distribution function Fm can be done in Urn steps, just as the 

distribution function F/ can be computed in Ul steps. Therefore, the total computation 

of Ix can be done in 6(t) time, with t equal to the maximum of Ul and Urn. 

On basis of the Convolution theorem we can compute the throughput density of the 

entire building block B in 6(n log n) time, with n equal to the smallest power of two 

that is at least twice as large as the maximum of the upper bounds of tasks k, 1, m, 

andn. 

3.4 Choice building block 

The final building block we will consider in this chapter is the choice building block. 

The choice building block B is depicted in Figure 10. 

Figure 10: Choice building block 

The building block B consists of two tasks sand t. Initiating building block B results 

in either the execution of task t or task s, with respective chances ex and 1- ex. When 

the selected task is completed, the building block itself is completed. We would like 

to compute throughput density IB' given Is and ft. 

Lety EN, 

jB(y) 
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= { structure workflow net; introduce random variable I which determines whether 

task s or task t is executed I 
p((l = SA,! = y)v(l =t At = y)) 

= { plJ. = s) = a; plJ. = t) = 1 - a; L ~ and t are independent I 
af,(Y)+ (1- a)fJy) 

From the last expression follows that we can compute fB in Sen) time, with n equal to 

the maximum of Us and Ut. 

4. Computation of the overall throughput 

4.1 Algorithm 

In section 2 we have shown how proper workflow nets can be constructed with the 

building blocks choice, iteration, parallelism, and sequence. For each of these 

building blocks we know how to efficiently compute its throughput time, given the 

throughput times of its elements, i.e. the tasks. From here, it is a small step to 

compute the throughput time of the entire constructed workflow net. 

Suppose we have constructed a workflow net W = {Pw, T w, Fwl from the start net SN 
with n subsequent applications of the construction rule. Then, for n > 1 we can 

distinguish the intermediate workflow nets WI, W2 ... Wn-I. WI is the result of the 

application of the construction rule using one of the building blocks on the start net 

S; W results from the nth application of the construction rule on intermediate net Wn-I. 

For each of the other intermediate nets Wi holds that it is the result from the ith 

application of the construction rule on intermediate net Wi-l. Note that we can 

represent all intermediate workflow nets hierarchically in a derivation tree. It is, in 

fact, this derivation tree that we step through during our computation. 

To compute the total throughput time of the constructed workflow net W we assume 

that the throughput density of each of its tasks is known. In addition, all probability 

distributions that have to do with choices or iterations are known too. Now we take 

the opposite direction of the construction route. Starting at the end, we consider the 

last application of the construction rule that leads from Wn-l to W. We know which 

part of Wn-l is replaced by which specific building block. We call this part Sn-l and the 

building block Bn-l. Recall that Sn-l is isomorphic with the start net. Bn-l is the part of 
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which we compute its throughput density tn-I. This is feasible, as we know all 

relevant throughput densities, as well as the relevant probability distributions in W. 

The resulting throughput density tn-l is a fair characterisation of the time that it takes 

Bn-l to process a job. What is more, the building block can be seen as a detailed 

specification of the behaviour of Sn-l that it has replaced. Therefore, the resulting 

throughput density is a fair characterisation of the time that it takes Sn-l to process a 

job as well. When the only task in Sn-l should have a throughput density that is equal 

to tn-I, the total throughput time of Wn-l would exactly be the same as that of W. Sn-l 

can be seen as a "black box" for the applied building block. The task of computing 

the throughput time of W has now become the task to compute the throughput time 

OfWn-l. 

We can repeat this approach for each of the n transformations. When we ensure that 

we follow the construction route in opposite direction, we can be confident that all 

relevant data is available to compute the throughput time of each start net that has 

been replaced. Finally, we end up with the start block SN. This block will have only 

one task of which its throughput density characterisation is exactly the throughput 

characterisation of the entire workflow net W. And this is exactly the throughput 

density we were looking for. 

4.2 Numerical experience 

To give an indication of the efficiency of the presented algorithms we have computed 

the throughput density of the workflow net depicted in Figure 4. As tool for these 

calculations we have used the mathematical software package Maple V®running on 

a Pentium 100 MHz computer. Each of the rune tasks in the workflow net has been 

modelled to behave in accordance with a distinct, arbitrary throughput density 

bounded by twenty time units. The probabilities a and ~ of the model have been set 

on 0.3 and 0.1 respectively. For the computation of the throughput density of the 
iteration building block an inaccuracy (E) 00 percent has been allowed. 

The computation of the throughput density of the entire net under these 

circumstances took approximately 14 seconds. The eight Fast Fourier Transforms and 

two inverse Fast Fourier Transforms that are minimally needed for this calculation 

account for most of the duration, each transformation adding slightly over 1.1 

seconds to the overall computing time. The computation time is likely to be reduced 
by the application of dedicated software instead of a mathematical package. A real 
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gain in computation time will probably be achieved when the time bound is set 

higher than twenty units. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we have demonstrated a way to efficiently compute a characterisation 

of the throughput time of a business process. Business processes have been modelled 

using a specific class of Petri nets. The logistic, general constructs that can be applied 

in these nets are sequence, parallelism, choice, and iteration. We have opened the 

possibility to model the dynamic behaviour of the separate tasks. Their execution 

time may vary within certain probability bounds for each job. In this way, the model 

of the business process is more realistic compared to the situation where constant 

task throughput times are used. Even more realism is added by allowing probability 

characteristics in choice and iteration constructs. 

The scope of the presented approach is limited. We have only considered a quite 

quantitative and straightforward improvement target, i.e. the throughput time. Not 

withstanding its importance we intend to extend the set of business improvement 

targets. Another limitation of our approach is that the impact of scarce resources on 

the throughput time is not taken into account. Right now, we are investigating an 

approach to incorporate the resource dimension. Also, the numerical efficiency of the 

algorithms can be improved. We have only demonstrated the feasible efficiency of 

computations on basis of generally available mathematical theory. Finally, it would 

be interesting to compare our results with a straightforward simulation approach. 

The main subject of this paper, determining the throughput pattern of a business 

process, is not an end in itself. It is a prerequisite for improving a business process 

when the throughput time is at stake. When a more stable or shorter throughput time 

of a business process is required, it is of emjnent importance that the begin situation 

can be established. Moreover, the effects of changes to the business process can only 

be evaluated when the throughput time characteristic of the new process can be 
determined. 

On a more abstract level, the algorithms presented in this paper can be seen as some 

of the many algorithms that a business process redesign tool should incorporate. A 

tool that can present relevant analytical characteristics of a business process can be a 

valuable asset to the creative activity of redesigning it. In this way, redesign 

measures formerly only justified by "gut feeling" can be rationalised. Considering 
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the money, time and stakes involved with BPR we would embrace an increased 

rationality of the redesign process that may be acquired with the use of a redesign 

tool. 
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